It's easy to find: WARSTEINER WORLD

From the A44 motorway (north):
• Take the B55 towards Warstein
• Drive through Warstein
• Just before you leave the town turn left onto ‘Am Hillenberg’
• Follow the signs

From Meschede (south):
• Take the B55 towards Warstein
• After you pass the yellow ‘Warstein’ town sign turn right onto ‘Am Hillenberg’
• Follow the signs

For bookings and further information please contact:
WARSTEINER WORLD
Zu Hause im Waldpark
D-59581 Warstein, Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 29 02 / 88-50 01
Fax +49 (0) 29 02 / 88-50 10
E-Mail visit@warsteiner.com

You can enjoy a fresh glass of WARSTEINER beer in over 60 countries around the globe. Yet there is only one place where you can discover, experience and fully appreciate every aspect of this premium class Pilsener beer for yourself: WARSTEINER WORLD.

Let yourself be taken on a multimedia journey through the history of one of the best beers of our time. Experience the multifaceted past and present history of WARSTEINER at our special theme park:

Innovation from tradition.
Additional offers:

WARSTEINER BREWERY HOUSE
DOMSCHANKE & SUDHAUS
• Galerie event room
• Domshaus and Domshauschen restaurants
• Outdoor patio and 2 bowling alleys
Diepholzstraße 12, Warstein
Tel. +49 (0) 29 02/88-13 08
info@warsteiner-brauhaus.de

PLUCKERS HOFF
• Guest house with sun patios
• 'Gute Stube' and 'Dorste' restaurants
• Conference rooms
• Views of the riding arena
Paul-Cramer-Allee 1, Warstein
Tel. +49 (0) 29 02/88-17 87

WARSTEINER COVERED WAGON RIDES
• Covered wagon with 24 comfortable seats
• Large panorama window
• Good protection against the elements
• Pulled by 2–4 massive draft horses (Percherons)
Reservations at:
Tel. +49 (0) 29 02/88-14 07

Premium enjoyment

Nothing tastes fresher, nothing tastes better than a WARSTEINER beer straight from the barrel. Enjoy a fresh WARSTEINER Premium Verum or one of our other WARSTEINER beer specialties.

WARSTEINER WORLD

Get a firsthand glimpse of how one of the best beers of our time is brewed.

The Warsteiner brewery at Waldpark, one of the most modern breweries in Europe, was designed right from the start as a brewery that welcomes visitors. Because anyone who invests so much care and attention in brewing a premium class Pilsner beer won’t mind having others watch over their shoulders.

Our visitor train will take you on a 60-minute guided tour around all the different brewing stages: the mash tun, clarification vat, wort copper, whirlpool, fermentation tank, storage tank, filtration and bottling. Step by step you will experience how Germany’s favorite beverage is produced from our choice ingredients. A modern on-board information system tells you everything you want to know in text and images on big flat screens.

Opening times:
February – December Monday – Saturday
WARSTEINER WORLD opens to visitors at 10:00 am. Guided tours are provided at 10:00, 12:00, 14:00 and 16:00, on request and subject to availability.

Schedules subject to operational changes. Tours for school classes by agreement. Sunday and bank holiday tours on request.

Length of guided tour: approx. 1 hour 30 minutes.

Prices and services

at a glance:
The following services are included in the entrance fee:
• Welcome in the 360° multimedia cinema
• Beer tasting of WARSTEINER Premium Verum or one of our other specialties (max. 2 hours)
• Tour of the Warsteiner brewery

The following extras are available:
• Multimedia presentation in the unique ‘Rotarium’ theater
• Tour of the Warsteiner brewery
• Beer tasting of WARSTEINER Premium Verum or one of our other specialties (max. 1 hour)

Entrance fee per adult: EUR 9
Entrance fee children/teens 6-16: EUR 6

In the Warsteiner WelcomeCenter you can take a free souvenir photo in a Fotomix booth to remember this special day.

Specifications apply for the WARSTEINER Montgolfiere.

Special conditions apply for the WARSTEINER Montgolfiere.

• Pulled by 2–4 massive draft horses (Percherons)